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NEW FROM YUTOPIAN ENTERPRISES
GO GAMES ON DISK (GOGoD) SOFTWARE
Play over 1000 professional games to reach
1-dan, it is said. How about 6-dan? Games of
Go on Disk now offers over 6000 professional
games on disk, games that span the gamut of
go history - featuring players that helped
define the history.
All game collections come with DOS or
Windows 95 viewing software, and most
collections include the celebrated Go Scorer in
which you can guess the pros' moves as you
play (with hints if necessary) and check your
score.
The star of the collection may well be "Go
Seigen" - the lifetime games (over 800) of
perhaps the century's greatest player, with
more than 10% commented. "Kitani" 1000
makes an ideal matching set - most of the
lifetime games of his legendary rival, Kitani
Minoru.
Stars of the past feature in a monster
collection covering Japanese go throughout
the Edo period up to modern times - 1250
games "Sansa to Shusai". 300 games (out of
just over 400 known) of Honinbo Shusaku
form the "Shusaku" set. All the games in
Invincible are there, but this disk includes
corrected or extended versions of many of
those games, using the latest discoveries.
Modern masters are not neglected. Two of
the West's favorites appear in sets of over
300 games each - "Yi Ch'ang-ho" (Lee
Changho) of Korea and "Takemiya Masaki"
of Japan. Both sets include their earliest and
latest games.

Recent sets have focused on "How the pros
play the ...". So far there are sets covering the
"Chinese Fuseki" Volume I (a second volume
is in preparation), and "Nirensei", Volumes I
and II. A "Sanrensei" volume is also in
preparation. All these disks typically contain
300 games.
The latest addition to this series is a
"specialty" item - so special GoGoD invented
a new term for it. It is the "Sideways Chinese"
fuseki, which incorporates the Mini-Chinese
pattern. Very rarely seen in western
publications yet played by most of the top
pros, this opening is illustrated by over 130
games from Japan, China and Korea. Over
half have brief comments. The next specialty
item in preparation is a set of games featuring
unusual fusekis - this will include rare New
Fuseki games.
The more serious student who wants to see
"everything" is also catered for. Between 200
and 400 games covering the tournaments for
various years in Japan and Korea are provided
on disk.
The above files are in GO or Ishi format.
GoGoD also has special collections in a GMX
format. Volume1 offers the complete games
of Huang Longshi, the "Chinese Dosaku", plus
50 games (about 40 per cent of those known)
of Honinbo Dosaku. Volume 2 offers the
complete games of Honinbo Shuho. GMX
games come with a viewing program
containing proverbs that you can call up - a
unique and valuable study aid.

Available on Disk in GO or Ishi Format for Windows, DOS or Mac
Go Seigen - $ 45
Lee Changho - $20
Sansa to Shusai - $35
Shuho - $20

Huang Longshi - $30
Chinese Fuseki - $ 20
Takemiya - $20
Shusaku - $20

Yearbooks
Fuseki
Kido 80-84 - $39 ea
Mini Chinese - $20
Kido 90-95 - $39 ea
Nirensei - $20
Korean 92-93 - $25
ea

HandTalk
Champion 1995-1997 FOST Cup Computer Go Tournament
Champion 1996-1997 World Computer Go Congress
Strongest Go Program Available
Awarded a 3 kyu diploma by the Nihon Ki-in
Price $59 s/h $1.50
IBM compatible 286+, support
VGA, EGA, CGA and Hercules, 400K memory.
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Welcome to Yutopian Enterprise’s Go Winds,
designed to add spark to the winds of your Go
studies. If you have any suggestions for
improvement please let us know. We are
providing a series of translated articles from the
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articles on the application of the principles of
war to Go. Enjoy!
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Lesson 7
Introduction to the Middle Game
When the opposing territory and moyo are
more or less delineated, the opening stage ends
and the middle stage begins. The middle game
has the most complicated strategies and tactics
with the greatest variation, and is very difficult
to master. Out of the Opening, Middle and
Endgame stages, most low level players tend to
lose their games in the Middle game. Thus,
whatever happens in the Opening and Endgame
stages has little or no impact on the outcome.
I have seen an amateur 2 dan player, who didn’t
fully understand the concepts of joseki and
endgame, win one game after another with
accurate calculations and brilliant attacks in the
Middle Game. There are a lot of amateur
players who have such fighting abilities.
When a game enters the middle stage is not
determined by the number of plays, but depends
on the progression of the game. Some games
proceed steadily and sail into the endgame
directly from the Opening.
This is quite
common in professional games but is quite
uncommon in amateur games which consist of
horrendous middle game attack and defense. In
other games, a simple confrontation in the
corner can light up the middle game battle.
Generally speaking, the middle game is full of
variations resulting from territory enclosure,
territory reduction, invasion, and making eye
shape. It relies heavily on accurate calculation
and the applied strategy and tactics.. Missing
either will lead one to go astray.
An important factor in getting strong in the
middle game is to master all kinds of capturing
techniques. This is the only way to orchestrate
a sequence of beautiful and magnificent middle
game battles.
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made mistakes, the plays are quite unique.
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Diagram 2

Diagrams 1 to 3 show
the plays of
some
amateur players who
just learned how to play
go. Although both sides
1
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White ) in Diagram 1 is on a vital point
both sides try to possess. Black can connect
separated stones by capturing ). Black 1 in
Diagram 2 is a fencing-in play which captures
white ).
An analysis of low kyu level games shows that
they tend to score perfectly when faced with
similar problems in quizzes but make the same
mistake time after time in actual games. For
example, the thrusts of white 2 and 4 lead to
local failure.
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2
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9 8

1
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12 11

If black plays as in Diagram 6, white captures
three black stones after 10 and black fails. The
fencing-in and forcing plays are not suitable
here.

5 A 3 C
B 4 2
1
D

11

B A

3
16

Diagram 7

Diagram 4
Diagram 4 shows a game between two
beginners. With white’s cut at 20, the game
proceeds into the middle game. However, it is a
bad play leading to the premature arrival of the
middle game. Beginners only realize that black
cannot capture white 20 at A (due to a ladder
block at white 8), but fail to recognize black’s
fencing-in play at B.

Black 1 to 5 in Diagram 7 is an exquisite
sequence that is not easily noticed by beginners.
White now is faced with four choices; a thrust at
A or B or an atari at C or D.

2
1

If white ataris at 1 in Diagram 10 (variation
C), black cannot connect at 3 and can only
counter-atari at 2. After white captures at 3,
black wraps at 4 and captures the white group
with a ladder after 10.
Variation D is shown in Diagram 11. After
white cuts at 1, black cannot connect at 3 and
has to use wrapping tactics with 2 and 4. Black
once again captures white with a ladder after 12.
From the variations, one can deduce that black
5 in Diagram 7 is a deciding play which gives
black a global lead. With accurate calculation
and outstanding perception, it is a key play in
the early middle game. The first plays of the
middle game perceive and determine the flow of
the game.
So how one develops the perception of the
middle game is the second topic of this lecture.
Perception is acquired after careful study of
shapes. Shape can be studied through books and
actual games. Thus perception in the middle
game is based on the comprehension of shapes.
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Diagram 8
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Diagram 5
If black attacks with a ladder at 1 as in
Diagram 5, white can try to escape with 2. A
continuation with the ladder sequence to 10
results in black’s failure.
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Diagram 9 (7@•
•)

Let’s analyze the four variations starting with
A. If white thrusts at 1 in Diagram 8, black
blocks at 2 and white is captured after black 6.
Let’s look at variation B where white thrusts
at 1 in Diagram 9. After black blocks at 2,
white thrusts again at 3 and black blocks at 4.
Although white captures a black stone with 5,
black ataris at 6 and if white connects at •,
black captures white.

4
2

Diagram 12

Diagram 12 - The
three • stones are
surrounded by white.
It
only
takes
professionals
a
second
to
spot
white’s weak link and
deliver the fatal blow.
Black
1
attacks
white’s weak link and
reduces the liberties
of the two white
stones.

5
2
3

Diagram 14
The important goals for beginners are to
develop perception, learn to calculate and study
the direction of play.
In determining the
correct direction of play, one will get half the
job done, making the game’s outcome more
transparent. For example, in Diagram 14 after
white invades at 8, black can block at A or B.
Let’s look at the consequence of blocking at A
first. With the sequence through 6 in Diagram
15, black failed to effectively use his stones,
allowing white to occupy the excellent point at
6. Although black followed a joseki, he missed
the direction of play. Middle game perception
follows from middle game objectives just as
opening perception follows from opening
objectives.
1
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8
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7 9 15 11
5
8 10 13
12 17
4 1 2
3 14 20

6 8
1 7 9 10
3

19 18 22 23
21 24 25

Diagram 13 - At a
glance, this position
looks
complicated.
However, the entire
attacking sequence is
predicated on the
perception of the
initial attack at 1.

Diagram 15
Diagram 16
Diagram 16 - Black’s block at 1 forcing white
2 is correct. After the joseki through 8, black
takes sente with 9 and obtains a well-balanced
position.
We looked at direction in the opening, now
let’s look at direction in the middle game.

Diagram 13
6@a, 16@•)
Diagram 10 (5@•
•)
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Diagram 17
One has to use a lot of strategies like sealing
off and seizing base. These are some of the
decisions that one has to make. Therefore the
direction of play is very important. Let’s look
at the example in Diagram 17.
White’s
invasion at 18 is not good. However, the
direction of black 19 is wrong and black fails
after 24. Black did not get any profit, and
allowed white to easily make life instead.

jumping to 9. This typical middle game attack
gives black good territory and white a heavy
group without a base.
Of course, most beginners fail to see that far
down the road in the middle game. However,
regardless of one’s strength, the success of one’s
middle game often decides the outcome of the
game. Middle game techniques like life and
death, attack and defense, enclosure and
reduction of territory, and invasion are not
easily comprehended by beginners. However,
one must understand the basic strategies and
tactics involving the direction of play, middle
game calculation, and the perception of shape.
The reader must understand their implication in
actual games and be flexible in their application.
Unfortunately, most beginners tend to pay
more attention to capturing stones. Instead of
going after the immediate return (as in the case
of capturing), one should emphasize the correct
shape of each play. Only by doing so, can one
raise one’s efficiency in actual games.

EXERCISES

Problem 2
Problem 2 - White’s cut at ) threatens the
two black separated groups. How should black
respond?

8
7 6 3
5 4 2
1

Problem 1
Problem 1 - White invades at ). At this
time, black can practice the theory discussed
above by attacking .
The perception is
important here. How should black play?

Failure Diagram
Failure Diagram - Black’s atari at 1 is a
mistake in the wrong direction. After 8, white
effortlessly escapes. The two black groups are
not completely alive and black faces difficult
times ahead.
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5

Failure Diagram
Failure Diagram - Black attacks at 1 and
after white attaches at 2 and jumps to 4, white
is light and mobile. On the other hand, black’s
thickness on the lower right is heavy and not
effective. This is a typical mistake of direction
of play. Black fails.

1

1 9
5 4
2
7 6 3 8

11

10

Correct Solution
Correct Solution - Black’s jump to 1 is the
key to good shape. Black uses sacrifice tactics
to remain connected and seals white in from the
outside.

5
4

Diagram 18
The reason for black’s failure is discussed
below. Black should have played 19 from the
side with more open space. Remember, the
purpose of a middle game attack is to enclose
territory.
Diagram 18 shows the correct
direction of play. Black’s descent to 1 secures
the territory on the lower right corner, and
makes use of black’s thickness on the upper
right to take control through attacking . White
escapes by jumping to 2, and black peeps at 3.
This forces white to play heavy with 4 while
black strengthens his stones. Black then jumps
to 5 to beef up his lower right corner. When
white jumps to 6, black peeps again at 7. After
white connects at 8, black attacks by lightly
Vol 2, Num 3
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Correct Solution
Correct Solution - The diagonal at 1 is
correct. After white jumps to 2, black attacks
with 3 and 5, pressing white against black’s
thickness on the lower right.
This is an
effective tactic which uses black’s thickness on
the right to expand his moyo on the left.
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Superb Digital Go Clock!
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Go A Complete Game Introduction
Get Strong at Opening
Get Strong at Joseki Vol 1
Get Strong at Joseki Vol 2
Get Strong at Joseki Vol 3
Get Strong at Invading
Get Strong at Tesuji
Get Strong at the Endgame
Get Strong at Life and Death

3

Problem 3
Problem 3 - This is a typical opening. When
black invades at 13 attacking both 6 and 12, the
board position instantly becomes more
complicated. How should white react?
7

Get Strong at Handicap Go
Tournament Go 1992
Invincible: The Games of Shusaku
Go World Subscription
1998 Go Calendars

$10 s/h $1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$13 s/h $1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$15s/h
$1.50
$15 s/h $1.50
$25 s/h $4
$35 s/h $4
$28/yr
$10 s/h $3

Ž Many modes
Ž Just one control button
Ž Six large display digits
Ž Easy to use
Ž Sturdy aluminum case
Ž One year warranty

Essential Joseki
The Master
of Go Series
by Naiwei Rui 9 dan

THE CHOICE
FOR TIMED GAMES
The CHRONOS features five byo-yomi
timing methods:
Japanese, ING,
Canadian (used on IGS), Progressive,
and Andante.
Canadian byo-yomi,
popular in the US and on the Internet Go
Server, means you must play, for example,
20 stones in 5 minutes after your main time
has run out. If you do, you get another 5
minutes, and so on.
CHRONOS
automatically counts your plays and resets
your time!

Kiseido Publishing Company, USA
2255 29th Street Suite #4
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Tel: 800-988-6463; FAX: 310-578-7381
e-mail: Kiseido@aol.com
http:www.labnet.or.jp/~kiseido
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Price: $119.95.
Padded carrying case
$11.95. (CA add 8.25%) s/h $5.00.
For Visa, MasterCard call 1-209-488-2000.
Check, money order, to DCI, P.O. Box
390741, Mountain View, CA, 94039
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KOREAN
EQUIPMENT
LOWEST PRICE

Correct Solution
Correct Solution - White 1 is the correct
direction. After black extends to 2, white
counter-pincers at 3 in the correct direction
again. White’s beautiful following sequence,
keeps the whole board position in mind. White
3 and 7 are two brilliant plays which deserve
one’s contemplation.
(to be continued)

Due to the Asian currency crisis, we have
reduced the prices of our Korean equipment
across the board. To further guarantee that
we have the lowest prices, we will beat any
advertised ad price by 10%. (advertisement
must be legitimate and in public domain,
outside Asia; It only applies to equipment
of same quality; offer ends when current
inventory is sold out).

This is the first volume in a four-volume
series published in China between 1990 and
1996. The series is designed for mid-level
players, but all four volumes will challenge
amateur dan level players. These books are
useful both as lesson-books and as
references.
This volume is a handy
joseki reference.
It is far more
comprehensive than elementary works such
as 38 Basic Joseki, and much more
accessible than any of the multi-volume
dictionaries. The author provides sage
advise on when to choose each variation
based on the whole-board situation.
Potential ladders, ko fights, and seki are all
explained in detail so the reader can
appreciate the conditions a particular joseki
can or cannot be played.

Go Seigen’s Lectures
Volume 2
Winning a Won Game
Go Seigen provides Three Golden
Rules with examples of their application
in actual games and as well as in seven of
Go Seigen’s recent games highlighting
Seven Examples of Success. In addition
Three Examples of Failure are provided
in three other recent Go Seigen games. One
often encounters professional games lost
after building up a commanding lead, or a
game is won by turning the tables on the
opponent. The material presented in this
book highlights such cases.
We hope the reader will have fun getting
strong. Enjoy! Price: Each $14.95 s/h: $1
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White ignores black 1 and descends to 2 and
black still wedges in at 3. Black 1 and 3 are
related brilliant plays. Black 9 links underneath
and successfully reduces white’s territory in the
corner. Black successfully takes the lead after
blocking at 17.

MA XIAOCHUN'S
GO QUIZ 4
Exquisite Tesuji
There are many types of tesuji Most occur in
the middle game and less frequently in the
opening and endgame. Some tesuji are readily
discovered, others are not. The key is to pay
attention to the shape and structure of stones.
Here are a few examples below:

19
20 18

3
17

7 11
8 9
10 13
14 15
21 16

6
2
1
4

5

8
A
6 4
7 5

2
1

12

A
B

Diagram 2

Problem 1
Problem 1 - Black to play in the endgame.
Black’s top dragon can capture and live at A.
However, it allows white to hane at B, the
biggest endgame play on the board, resulting in
a very close game. Look at the problem again.
Can one simultaneously make life and endgame
profit?
9
5 1 4
8
3
14
6
13

Diagram 3

Diagram 2 (Variation) - If white descends
to 6 preventing black from connecting, black
jumps to 7. Although white plays forcefully, due
to his own weakness, he failed to capture black
after 21.
Diagram 3 (Making Life in the Corner) If white connects at 1 in reply to black’s initial
attachment, black can only make life at 2. If
white plays elsewhere black hanes at 4 and the
corner is alive. Black’s descent to 8 is a brilliant
play. Please verify if 8 at A, white clamps at 8
to force a ko.
Due to an exquisite tesuji, the game was
instantly decided instead of going through the
lengthy endgame. The attachment at black 1 in
Diagram 1 is the winning play.

7
2 16
15 10
17

12
11

Problem 2
Problem 2 - The white group on the lower
right is not completely alive. Black to play.
What’s the best way to attack white? The key
is the first play.

Diagram 1
Diagram 1 (Correct Solution) The
attachment at 1 probing white, is an excellent
tesuji! If white blocks at 5, black wedges at 3
and makes life with sente and can descend to 2.
Vol 2, Num 3
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10

outside stone with a ladder is not acceptable to
white.
Black’s attach-and-cut tesuji probed white.
Depending on white’s reply, black can attack
and defend accordingly. This kind of situation
happens frequently in actual games. The reader
should learn to carefully observe and determine
the opponent’s weak link before delivering the
fatal blow. One should never let these winning
opportunities slip by.
(to be continued)

9 6
5
14

4 3
2 1 5

4

Diagram 1

2

3
1

8 16 13
7
11
12 17

15

Diagram 2

Diagram 1 (A Powerful Move) - Black’s
tesuji attachment at 1 plans to destroy white’s
eye space underneath. If white connects at 2,
black thrusts to 3 and ataris at 5. White fails to
make two eyes on the top. If white 4 at 5, black
cuts at 4, cutting off and capturing the white
stones on the top.
Diagram 2 (A Stubborn Resistance) - The
hit at white 1 offers the most stubborn resist.
Black 2 and 4 capture one stone and take away
an eye. White blocks at 5, threatening to make
eyes on the side or capture black’s corner.
Black disregards the life and death of his lower
right corner and continues to eliminate white’s
eyes. White peeps at 7. With the variation to
black 18, an Approach Move Ko results.
Although this is a triple Approach Move Ko for
white, this is the only way white can make life.

Go World
Renew your subscription before July 15
and receive one extra issue of the
magazine;
a total of 5 issues for the price of 4.
Kiseido, 2255 29th St, Suite #4
Santa Monica, CA 90405

Problem 3
Problem 3 - The key of the whole board
position is centered around the attack and
defense of the four black stones in the middle.
Black can take the initiative by successfully
managing the four black stones. Note that both
the top and bottom white groups have
weaknesses. It’s black to play. How should
black proceed?
9 8
7
A

9
10

7

7
9

8 6
5
2 3 4
10 1

Diagram 3

1 9 7
2 10 8

Diagram 1

6 3 5
4
8 2
1

Diagram 2

Diagram 4

Diagram 3 (Variation) - The jump to white
1 is a common tactic. Since black has two
external liberties, he can turn at 2, before
poking at 4. White cannot fill in from either
side and is one liberty short in the capturing
race.
Diagram 4 (Seki Inside and a Dead White
Group Outside) - White diagonal at 1, before
the hane at 3 and connection at 5, still fails to
kill Black. After black 10, a seki is formed in
the corner, but the surrounding white group is
dead.
Looking back, it’s impossible to kill white if
black missed the tesuji of eliminating white’s
eyes in the bottom.

Vol 2, Num 3

5 4
1
6 2 3

5
3
6 4

Diagram 1 (First
Step of the Battle) Black’s jump and cut
with 1 and 3 is a
common tesuji used in
this shape. Although
1 4 6
10 white can counter with
3
2
7 8
4 and 6, it leaves
9
weaknesses that black
Diagram 3 5@•)
can utilize.
When
black cuts with 7 and 9, white cannot thrust and
cut at A. The upper left white group is in
trouble favoring black.
Diagram 2 (Variation) - If white ataris at 1
instead., black counter-ataris at 2. When white
wedges at 3, black calmly connects at 4, creating
two cutting points and white cannot protect
both. If white connects at 5, he still loses the
capturing race after black jumps to 10.
Diagram 3 (A Ladder) - If white wedges at 1
instead, black counter-ataris at 2. A blackfavored ladder is formed with the sequence
through 10. Allowing black to capture the

Go Winds Fall 1998
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CHO HUNHYUN'S
RIGHT WAY TO GO

2

Part 7

Diagram 5 - White 1 is the key that
pinpoints black’s weakness with the two •
stones extending from the small knight’s corner
enclosure. If black jumps to 2, white attaches at
3, and after black hanes at 4, white 5 is a wellplanned cross-cut. After 11, white is alive and
erased black’s moyo.

1
5 4
3
6

Instead of trying to win every game, I think
one should try his best to make good plays and
thus create game records that one can be proud
of. In our lives, we are constantly faced with
the opportunity of going the right way.
Likewise, in the game of Go, the opportunity of
making the right play appears at every turn.
Life is beautiful and so is Go.
Cho Hunhyun

7
8

Diagram 2

4
3

2
1

Diagram 2 - White invades at 1 on the top
and black doubles up nicely at 2. Black attacks
after white 3, building up territory on the right.
Instantly, the game becomes one-sided.
Therefore, one must plan carefully before
invading.

9
7
8

Diagram 6
Diagram 6 - If black diagonals at 2 instead,
white obtains profit with 3 and 5 before
extending to 7. After 9, we can see that white
is no longer under severe attack.

2
1

6
5

3
4

KISEIDO REPRINTS
BY POPULAR DEMAND
Diagram 3
Diagram 3 If white approaches
overcautiously with 1 and 3, worrying that black
might attack, black makes territory with 2 and
4. This is like scratching your foot with your
boot on - useless.

Problem
Problem - This is a typical position where
black emphases outward influence and white
stresses actual territory. White’s territory on
the left and lower right are quite solid. On the
other hand, black’s outward influence on the
upper right is quite magnificent. At this time
white can balance the board position by erasing
black’s moyo. With black’s small knight’s
corner enclosure plus his extensions at •, white
has only one play to reduce black’s influence.
Diagram 1 - The
shoulder hit at 1 is a
common
tactic
to
suppress black on the
third line. Black 2 to
10
white 5 are the proper
8
responses.
Not only
5 7 9 3
6
1 2
does black force white
into
an
over4
concentrated shape, he
also
creates
great
potential for territory
on the top.
White’s
plan for erasing black’s
ter ritory
failed
desperately.

3
4

Kiseido Publishing Co.
2255 29th Street Suite #4
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Tel: 800-988-6463; FAX: 310-578-7381
e-mail: Kiseido@aol.com
http:www.labnet.or.jp/~kiseido

Diagram 4
Diagram 4 - White’s invasion at 1 is too
deep. After black attacks at 2 and 4, white is in
trouble.
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The Chinese Fuseki - $13
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LEE CHANGHO'S
NOVEL
PLAYS and SHAPES

NEW FROM
YUTOPIAN
ENTERPRISES

base.

Part 7
The attack and defense of corners is an
integral part of whole-board joseki. This is
because of the big profit in the corner and the
fact that most big groups (dragons) have their
roots in the corner. Therefore the thought of
willingly sacrificing the corner is hard to
imagine. However, this is the novel play that
we are trying to introduce here.

Intermediate Level
Power Builder, Vol. 1
By Wang RuNan 8D
The book is based on a Chinese
television program about go hosted by
Wang RuNan 8 dan. The book emphasizes
basic concepts, theories, and techniques for
intermediate level players. This volume
covers openings and invasions useful for
Kyu-level as well as low dan level players.

4

1

Cho Hun-hyeon’s
Lectures
on Go Techniques
7 12

Cho Hun-hyeon Lectures on Go
Techniques provide an understanding of the
basic fundamentals of Go. Basic shapes are
analyzed covering Surrounding, Escaping,
Connecting,
Cutting,
Attachments,
Diagonals,
Tigers
(Hangs),
Empty
Triangles, and Hanes. Forty five problems
are provided giving basic techniques for
Attachments, Extensions, Establishing A
Base, Running Towards Center, Capping,
Ataris, Cuts, Tigers (Hangs), and
Weaknesses.
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Figure 1
Figrure 1 - This game was between Rin Kaiho
9 dan and Cho Hun-Hyun during a semi-final
Fujitsu Cup. Generally white blocks at A with
12, Diagram 1, to complete a joseki very
familiar to the reader. However, the attachment
at 12 leads to a novel play.

We hope the reader will have fun getting
strong. Enjoy! Price: Each $14.95 s/h: $1
4
4
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2 3

2 1

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 1 - The joseki requires white to
block at 2 in response to black 1. After black
extends to 3, white then attaches at 4.
Diagram 2 - Following Figure 1, the first
thing which comes to mind is an extension to 2
in reply to 1. This is a vital point for white’s
shape. After white connects at 3, black jumps
out to 4, and the five white stones are without a
Vol 2, Num 3
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Diagram 3

1

Diagram 3 - If white tries to capture three
black stones and presses at 2 on the other side,
black jumps into the corner. Even if white
blocks at 4 and cuts at 6, black successfully
manages to settle his stones on both sides with
the sequence through 13.
Diagram 4 - If white blocks at 2 instead,
black settles his group on the left with 3 and 5.
After white presses at 6, black jumps to 7 to
make life. The outcome of this exchange is
highly uncertain.
5 9
8

Diagram 9
Diagram 10
Diagram 9 - The jump to black 1 to live in
the corner is the best choice. If white jumps to
2, black pushes upward continuously from black
3 to 7. White’s profit on the left is limited.
Moreover, ) is completely useless. Black is
successful.
Diagram 10 - A press at white 2 is the
correct solution. At this time, black has the
choice of playing at A, B, or C.
3

2
1

3
2

6

Diagram 11 - The
descent to black 2 is
crude.
After white
pincers at 3, black’s
clumsiness is clearly
seen.
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Diagram 4

1
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Diagram 14
Diagram 15
Diagram 14 - Black’s side split at 1 is
appropriate. At this time, white has the choice
of A or B.
Diagram 15 - After white’s forcing approach
at 2, the connection at black 3 forms the good
shape of a two space jump from two consecutive
stones. This result clearly favors black.
It seems like the only way is to invade at B in
Diagram 14. In the actual game, both Rin
Kaiho and Cho HunHyun made the best moves
resulting in the novel play. Please refer to
Figure 2.

Diagram 11
Diagram 5

Diagram 6

21
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Diagram 5 - White’s block at 2 is the key
attack which makes black 1 unacceptable.
Please refer to the next diagram.
Diagram 6 - In response to the block at
white 1, black must extend to 2. When white
hanes at 3, black tigers at 4. White’s jump to 5
is severe. After white 9, black has to make life
on both sides in a difficult position.
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Figure 2
Diagram 7

Diagram 8

Diagram 7 - Because of the above variation,
black hanes at 2. The exchange of black 2 for
3 is the best choice for both sides. When black
ataris at 4, white is certain to connect at 5. The
sequence that follows is the key. One must pay
attention.
Diagram 8 - The descent to black 2 is bad.
After white blocks at 3, black is attacked from
both sides.
Vol 2, Num 3

Diagram 12
Diagram 13
Diagram 12 - If white ataris at 2 instead,
black counter-ataris at 3 before approaching the
corner at 5. Black’s pace is fast and light.
Diagram 13 - After black 1, forcing at 2 is
the correct direction. Black connects at 3 and
is basically settled. However, after white attacks
at 4, black seems over-concentrated.
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Figure 2 - After white invades at 9, black
presses at 10 and draws back to 2, forcing white
to atari a stone at 13. Black then approaches
the upper left corner at 14. Up to this point,
both sides can be satisfied with the result.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF
WAR
Part 7
Excerpts from Go Notes By Craig R.
Hutchinson
THE SIMPLICITY PRINCIPLE
Simplicity is essential if plans are to be
executed effectively. A simple plan is easier to
execute than a complicated one and thus more
likely to succeed. Simple plans facilitate
flexibility, enhance control and coordination of
combat power, and permit continuous execution
in the face of interruption.
Because of the complexities of Go, simplicity
takes on added significance. The simple and
flexible plan is paramount when the entire
balance of forces may be altered in an instant or
a formation can be wiped out in a flash.
Operations must continue and opportunities
must be exploited in spite of missing formations
or lack of mobility. A plan, simple to execute
based on the best reading obtainable is the key to
simplicity.
Simplicity is also applied to organization,
methods, and means to produce orderliness in
developing and understanding a theory for Go.
The principle of simplicity is to prepare
uncomplicated plans to insure thorough
understanding and execution. Other factors being
equal the simplest plan is preferred. All
combined operations risk being upset by your
opponent’s reaction. He may launch a simpler
attack, requiring less time to prepare, and so gain
the initiative.
Variable factors in Go make even the most
simple plan difficult to execute. Often it is
essential that
plans
include
necessary
complexities, or intricate provisions based on
contingencies. Go is complex, and slavish
devotion to simplicity would induce sterility of
thought and stifling of imagination, with
consequent failure to grasp the full potentialities
and beauty of the game. The inherent
complexities in the game must be overcome by
continued study and training in joseki, shape,
reading, and play direction.
(To be continued with the Surprise Principle)

YUTOPIAN ENTERPRISES
The Art of Connecting Stones by Wu Piao
and Yu Xing The Art of Connecting Stones is
a problem book covering connections: along
the edge of the board, made by capturing
stones, using influence of friendly forces, and in
the endgame. $15 s/h $1

Nie Weiping On Go by Nie Weiping Using
positions from his own games, one of the finest
Chinese players shows how a grasp of full board
principles is essential for effective play.
Tactics in all phases of the game, as well as the
operation of thickness is covered. $14.95 s/h
$1

Beauty and the Beast, Exquisite Play and
Go Theory by Shen Guosun The author
gives us biographical information, anecdotes,
and playing-style profiles on the leading 1980's
Chinese players. Some of this material is not
available in any other form, because it stems
from the author's intimate knowledge of the
players as his colleagues and friends. $14.95 s/h
$1

Pro-Pro Handicap Go by the Nihon Kiin
Subtitled “Invincible Play with 3, 4 and 5
Stones,” this book is designed to teach you how
to get the most out of handicap stones. Model
play is highly illustrated with black getting full
handicap value. All games are analyzed in
terms that weaker players can easily
understand, and tests are included to measure
the reader’s real strength.
A thoroughly
Dramatic Moments on the Go Board by enjoyable book to read! $16.95 s/h $1
Abe Yoshiteru Fascinating behind-the-scenes
stories of unique and unusual occurrences in Tesuji and Anti-Suji of Go by Sakata Eio
professional Go. Blunders and mis-readings by The follow-up book to Killer of Go. If you
top players such as Go Seigen, Sakata Eio and want to emulate the exemplary play shown in
Fujisawa Shuko are presented by Abe 9 Dan, a Killer of Go, you have to understand how to
born raconteur. 220 pages with glossary and exploit the potential for skilled play (tesuji), as
indices. $12.95 s/h $1
well as to recognize crude play (anti-suji). 224
pages with glossary and index. $14.95 s/h $1
Fighting Ko by Jin Jiang
This book
catalogues the wide variety of ko situations that The Thirty Six Stratagems Applied to Go
one is likely to encounter over the board, as by Ma Xiaochun Ranked as the best player in
well as several that may not appear in the the world in 1995, Ma Xiaochun has had a
course of a lifetime of playing. Mastering the phenomenal career since turning professional
subject matter presented in this book will add just ten years ago. This book represents his
potent weapons to any player’s game. $11.95 first major work of Go literature. It examines
s/h $1
the application of ancient military maxims to
the game of Go. $14.95 s/h $1
Golden Opportunities by Rin Kaiho Game
positions are explained through compelling Utilizing Outward Influence by Jin Jiang
analogies with historical events in a way that and Zhao Zheng Provides a study of how to
repays re-reading the book many times. New efficiently build and use outward influence.
insights will be found each time. $14.95 s/h $1 Numerous examples of how to construct
thickness and avoid thinness are given.
Killer of Go by Eio Sakata Filled with Includes numerous examples for constructing
murderous attacks, fatal stratagems and thickness or outward influence through pivot
cutthroat tactics, a special section tests the points, sacrifice, and ko tactics. $14.95 s/h $1
reader while analyzing in depth a classic game
by the master himself. $14.95 s/h $1
Yang Yilun’s Ingenious Life and Death
Puzzles — Volume 1 and 2 A collection of
Igo Hatsuyo-ron — Volume 1 by Dosetsu over 200 life-and-death problems in each
Inseki Hailed as the highest authority in life volume designed by Sensei Yang known as "yly"
and death problems, it contains 183 problems. and "rabcat" on the Internet Go Server (IGS).
Volume 1 contains the first 63 problems. Of all By studying these intriguing puzzles one can
the life & death problem books, none exceeds greatly improve one’s reading/fighting abilities
the level of Igo Hatsuyo-ron. It sets the line and appreciate the beauty of Go. Each $15 s/h
between amateurs and professionals. $15 s/h $1 $1
Master Go In Ten Days by Xu Xiang and
Jin Jiang The book is designed to help
beginners reach three or two kyu level amateur
strength. $14.95 s/h $1

Rescue and Capture, Yang's Pocket Series
by Yang Yilun Rescuing and capturing stones
are two vital tactics in the game of Go. In this
first volume, these two tactics are introduced in
depth with eighty exercises. $9.95 s/h: $1

Published by Yutopian Enterprises
YUTOPIAN ENTERPRISES CONTINUED
100 Challenging Go Problems for 100
Days of Study by The Nihon Kiin Test your
skill and develop a disciplined study regimen at
the same time. This book is filled with such a
wide variety of refined tactics and insights into
strategy, reading and perception, that many
more than 100 days of enjoyment can be
anticipated. $14.95 s/h $1

YUTOPIAN ENTERPRISES
2255 29th Street Suite #3
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Tel: 800-988-6463; FAX: 310-578-7381
e-mail: yutopian@netcom.com;
http:www.webwind.com/go

A Compendium of Trick Plays by The
Nihon Kiin
Tricks, traps, pitfalls and
pratfalls, ruses and subterfuge, hocus pocus,
snares and ambushes.
With almost 900
diagrams in 220 pages, this is one of the great
bargains on the market! $14.95 s/h $1

CLEARANCE SALE ON GO GAP
GO GAMES AGAINST PROS (GO GAP)
Everyone would like to get strong in a
hurry. If you are among these people, here’s
the solution: Games Against Pros (GAP) lets
you play a professional game as if you were in
the game. Choose to take black or white
against your favorite professional or play as if
you were him. The program grades your
performance and ranks you from beginner
(>30 kyu) to professional (>7 dan) level. You
will be graded separately in opening, middle,
and end game. The program

also recommends areas that you need to
improve. Challenge your friend to a match!
Yes, this program can be played by two people
(black and white), and graded separately! A
typical game takes about 15 minutes on a
Pentium PC.
Warning! This game is addicting! There
are 18 titles with 100 games per title for Sale
Price of $6.95 each (<7 cents per game).
Runs on Windows 3.1 and Windows 95.

Famous Collection
Lee Chang-ho
Cho Hun-hyun
Yoo Chan-hyeok
Go Seigen
Cho Chikun

Kato Masao
Otake Hideo
Korean Superstars
Yoda Norimoto
Shuko
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Ma Xiaochun
Nie Weiping
Liu Xiaoguang
Rin Kaiho
Kobayashi Koichi
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96 Int’l Prof. Tour
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96 Int’l Prof. Tour
v.2
China vs Korea
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